
Chapter 6

NERVES, BRAIN, AND THE SPEECH CHAIN

•Anatomy & Physiology

•Measurements

A li ti•Applications
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Theories of Hearing (Cont’d)Theories of Hearing (Cont d)
OHM’S ACOUSTICAL LAW

The auditory mechanism analyzes (decomposes) such a sound 
wave into its sinusoidal components

We can perceive each of the components separately, even though p p p y, g
we ordinarily are not aware of this

Hermann von Helmholtz: RESONANCE THEORY
The basilar membrane contained a large array of fibers stretchedThe basilar membrane contained a large array of fibers stretched 
across the cochlea like strings or wires on a piano
Each was “tuned” to resonate at a particular frequency, depending 
on its tension and weighton its tension and weight

William Rutherford: Telephone Theory
All hair cells of the cochlea can be stimulated by all sounds of all 
frequencies sinusoidal or complex
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frequencies, sinusoidal or complex
The auditory nerve (VIIIth Cranial) transmitted those electrical 
signals UNCHANGED to the auditory cortex.



Theories of Hearing (Cont’d)Theories of Hearing (Cont d)
PLACE THEORY

von Bekesy’s visual observations of the basilar 
membrane contributed greatly to development of a 
modern place theorymodern place theory.

Tonotopic organization: The locus of maximum 
vibration of the BM depends on stimulus frequency. 
For high frequencies, maximum vibration is more basal 
toward the round window. For low frequencies, 
maximum vibration is more apical toward themaximum vibration is more apical toward the 
helicotrema.  Hair cells are deformed by movement of 
the BM Those deformations produce pulses in the 
ner e fibers to hich those hair cells are connected
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nerve fibers to which those hair cells are connected



Theories of Hearing (Cont’d)Theories of Hearing (Cont d)

What about loudness?

Apparently related to the total number of pp y
pulses reaching auditory areas of the brain 

Thus, the more intense the stimulus, the larger will be 
the number of pulses triggered in the cochlea and thenthe number of pulses triggered in the cochlea and then 
transmitted to the brain

In all likelihood, loudness is determined by the rate of 
discharge of a large number of fibers rather than just thedischarge of a large number of fibers rather than just the 
firing rate for a single fiber
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Auditory FatigueAuditory Fatigue

Present listener with intense stimulation 
for long periods of time

Res lt is AUDITORY FATIGUEResult is AUDITORY FATIGUE
Not a case of masking, but a loss in hearing sensitivity

The effect may be only temporary -- A y y p y
TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SHIFT

Analogous in vision to leaving a bright place and 
entering a dark theater -- several minutes may be g y
required before visual sensitivity returns to normal
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Auditory Fatigue (Cont’d)Auditory Fatigue (Cont d)

What if noise persists too long or is too 
intense?

A PERMANENT THRESHOLD SHIFT (PTS)A PERMANENT THRESHOLD SHIFT (PTS)

What are the implications for working, 
playing or even doing nothing in veryplaying, or even doing nothing in very 
noisy conditions?

What kind of protection can you envision?What kind of protection can you envision?
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Noise-Induced Hearing Loss 
(C t’d)(Cont’d)

Wh t i th t f th d i ti t ?What is the nature of the damage in acoustic trauma? 

Possibilities include:oss b t es c ude
physical dislodging of hair cells
changes in cochlear blood supply
loss of outer hair cells
rupture of Reissner’s membrane
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Noise-Induced Hearing Loss:  
OSHA GuidelinesOSHA Guidelines

Recommended exposure 
limit: 85 dBA for an 8-hr. day
The exposure time should beThe exposure time should be 
halved for each 5 dB in 
excess of 85 dBA: 
e g 4 hr for 90 dBAe.g., 4 hr. for 90 dBA, 
2 hr. for 95 dBA, etc.
Use of hearing protectors is not g p
mandatory; failure to be 
prudent is frankly nothing short 
of stupidity
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The Nervous SystemThe Nervous System

h t
12 cranial nerves

31 spinal nerves

heart 
lungs 
viscera 31 spinal nerves
glands 

autonomous Sensory-
somatic
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Three Divisions of the Brain
Hindbrain--Midbrain--Forebrain
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Hindbrain

Medulla oblongata: control heartbeat, blood 
pressure, breathing, etc.

Pons coordination of artic lator m scles andPons coordination of articulatory muscles and 
maintenance of respiratory rhythm 

Cerebellum coordinate motor impulses to produce p p
smoothly flowing movements

Midbrain

Connecting link between hindbrain and forebrain

regulating and coordinating movements

FOREBRAINFOREBRAIN
THALAMUS -- relay and integration for sensory information
HYPOTHALAMUS -- influence and control visceral activities, 
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sleep, body temperature
CEREBRUM



Th  C tThe Cortex

The CEREBRAL CORTEX refers to a large 
concentration of neurons in the convoluted 
surface area of the cerebrumsurface area of the cerebrum

Convolutions are called GYRI
Depressions are called SULCIp S

Those neurons -- plus some other cells --
compose the brain’s gray matter
Hollow spaces exist within cerebral 
hemispheres -- the VENTRICLES -- which are 
confluent with canal of spinal cord
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confluent with canal of spinal cord
Contents are the cerebrospinal fluid
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Th  B i  StThe Brain Stem

Instead of division by hindbrain, midbrain, 
and forebrain,
Th t “BRAIN STEM” i d t f tThe term “BRAIN STEM” is used to refer to 
the collection of selected structures from 
all threeall three

Contains nuclei for CRANIAL NERVES
Associated with special senses (of    p (
particular importance, hearing and 
vision)
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Peripheral Nervous SystemPeripheral Nervous System

Bundle of nerve fibers that links CNS with all parts 
of bodyy

Bundles are NERVES, containing thousands 
of AXONS

S ( ff t) ibl f t ittiSensory (afferent) are responsible for transmitting 
impulses initiated by external stimuli

Motor (efferent) are responsible for transmittingMotor (efferent)   are responsible for transmitting 
impulses to produce muscular movements or to 
control activity of organs
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Neuroscience Research

Behavioral Level

Neuroscience Research

Behavioral Level

System Level

Local Circuit Level

Single Neuron Level

Genetic Level
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The Neuron
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Figure 6.1 shows anatomy of a typical neuron 
CELL BODY, with NUCLEUS
AXON EFFERENT fib d i lAXON -- an EFFERENT fiber to conduct impulses 
away from CELL BODY that terminates in the 
TERMINAL ARBOR -- may be as long as several feet
DENDRITE -- an AFFERENT fiber to conduct impulses 
toward the CELL BODY

The neural impulse is an electro-chemical waveThe neural impulse is an electro chemical wave.
AXON must be stimulated to its THRESHOLD, and it 
then fires at full capacity regardless of magnitude of 
stimulation (All or None Principle)stimulation (All-or-None Principle)
If magnitude of stimulation is high,the frequency of 
AXON firing is increased, but not the amplitude of 

h i l
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each impulse.



A NERVE is a bundle of neurons, each of which fires 
independently 
Auditory nerve is a bundle of about 30,000 neuronsy ,
(3x104)
Axons coated with MYELIN SHEATH -- a fatty substance 
that is an electrical insulator; the whitish appearancethat is an electrical insulator;  the whitish appearance 
accounts for the WHITE MATTER of the nervous system
Sheath in many fibers is interrupted at intervals by 
NODES OF RANVIER at the nodes the axon membraneNODES OF RANVIER -- at the nodes the axon membrane 
is exposed -- and these fibers permit increased speed of 
propagation
Unlike axons, CELL BODIES AND DENDRITES do not 
have myelin sheath -- because of their grayish 
appearance, they account for the GRAY MATTER of the 
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nervous system



Signals in the Nervous SystemSignals in the Nervous System
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The Synapse
The SYNAPSE is the juncture of neurons -- conduction 

The Synapse
j

between neurons involves release of chemicals at the 
synapse

Th h i l b id th ll (th tiThe chemicals bridge the small space (the synaptic 
cleft) between two neurons

We have as many as 1 trillion (1012) synapsese a e as a y as t o ( 0 ) sy apses

Synapses permit impulse travel to be unidirectional

Two types  of SYNAPTIC JUNCTIONS

EXCITATORY -- pulse arrives and makes neuron fire

INHIBITORY -- pulse arrives and tends to prevent next 
f fi i
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neuron from firing



Th d lt b i Th i f t b iThe adult brain The infant brain

3 lbs (1360 grams) 
1.5 quarts 
Billions of NEURONs

•20 weeks of gestation 
100g 
• Birth 400 gBillions of NEURONs

103 to 105 connections 
for each neuron

• Birth 400 g 
• 18 months old 800 g 
• 3 years old 1100 g3 years old 1100 g
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Human 
Brain 6 Years 14 Years Brain 

at Birth Old Old
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F  Th ht t  S hFrom Thought to Speech

We emphasized earlier the carefully controlledWe emphasized earlier the carefully controlled, 
intricate timing of respiratory, phonatory, and 
articulatory muscles that is required to producearticulatory muscles that is required to produce 
“effortless” speech -- a complex motor activity

What else is involved?What else is involved?
Knowledge of the “language code” by which words can 
be associated with objects and concepts

Knowledge of syntax and semantics

Interaction of stored information and voluntary 
conscious activity
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conscious activity



From Thought to Speech (Cont’d)
Wh t  th M d  f I i ?What are the Modes of Inquiry?

Structural anatomy: animal and human post-mortemStructural anatomy: animal and human post-mortem 
dissection
Nervous sytem function:

Insert electrodes in a particular place -- observe neuronal activity 
in response to some form of stimulation; the intent is to produce a 
“brain map” for certain functions (hearing, vision, etc.)
In animals remove or destroy parts of brain or sever connectingIn animals, remove or destroy parts of brain, or sever connecting 
cables -- observe changes in response to stimulation
In humans, conventional EEG with external electrodes at points on 
surface of head -- non-invasive, efficient, but gross measuresurface of head non invasive, efficient, but gross measure
Humans as “nature’s laboratory” in which damage to the brain is 
caused (modern weapons, mind-altering drugs, etc.)
Structural and functional brain imaging
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Broca’s Aphasiap

Broca (1865) described patients who displayed 
halting, agrammatic speech

C t t d ll dContent words were well preserved
Function words (i.e., articles) impaired

Brain tumor in Left frontal brain region
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Brain tumor in Left frontal brain region



Wernicke’s AphasiaWernicke s Aphasia

Wernicke (1874) described patients whose speech isWernicke (1874) described patients whose speech is 
fluent, but has no informational value

Neologisms
P d f ti d i i d t t dPreserved function words, impaired content words
Comprehension impaired
Even simple sentences not well understood
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Even simple sentences not well understood
Associated with left temporal lobe damage



Lichtheim/Geschwind Model
Concepts

Association Cortex

M t d A dit d

Association Cortex

Ventral prefrontal
cortex

Posterior Temporal
CortexMotor word

Comprehension
Auditory word
Comprehension

cortex

Arcuate
Fasciculus

Cortex

Speech motor output Auditory input

Fasciculus

C d ti A h i

Speech motor output Auditory input
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Conduction Aphasia



Double dissociation
Patient with lesion in brain region A 
performs well on Task X and poorly on p p y
Task Y
Patient with lesion in brain region BPatient with lesion in brain region B 
performs well on Task Y but poorly on 
Task XTask X
Inferences: 
B i i A di t T k XBrain region A mediates Task X; 
Brain region B mediates Task Y.
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Behavioral Method: 
Dichotic ListeningDichotic Listening

Kimura (1961) “Right ear advantage” for speech implied 
functional hemispheric specialization
Subjects are presented with different auditory stimuli inSubjects are presented with different auditory stimuli in 
the the left and right ears and are asked to identify what 
they hear
S bjects (b 4 1) are more likel to report ling isticSubjects (by 4-1) are more likely to report linguistic 
stimuli when it is presented to the right ear than than to 
the left. A consequence of extra time it takes  to move 
i f ti b t l ft i t th i ht “l ”information  about left-ear input  the right “language” 
hemisphere
Left ear advantage for melody recognition and bird song
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NeuroImaging Method

R lt 1  d i  l t ti  fi ld > Result 1: producing electromagnetic field ==> 
detecting it by SQUID as MEG signal 
detecting it by electrode as EEG signal

Result 2: consuming oxygen ==> 

detecting it by electrode as EEG signal

g yg
supplying oxygen by blood==>
increment of oxygen level ==> 

hmagnetic environment change ==>
detecting it as fMRI/PET/etc signals
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Physiological Correlates of Brain Activity

Metabolic Activity
• Glucose consumption

FDG PET 

Autoradiographyp
• Oxygen consumption

Neuronal Electrical Activity

Autoradiography

Neuronal Electrical Activity

– Action Potential

– Post-synaptic potential
Electrophysiology
• EEG y p p

– Excitatory

– Inhibitory 

• MEG (Biomagnetism)

H2
15O PET

fMRI
Hemodynamic Activity
• Blood flow volume
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NIRS
Optical Imaging

Blood flow volume
• Blood oxygenation



T O t t di P blTwo Outstanding Problems

The forward problem
Measurability: Signal to noise ratio y g
Variables: what can be manipulated and what 
can’t be?

The inverse problem 
Unlimited modeling constraintsUnlimited modeling constraints 
Lack of structural information
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Research Topic:
Hemispheric SpecializationHemispheric Specialization

Method 1: The WADA TEST
Inject carotid artery on one side of neck with sodium amytal

That artery conducts blood supply to the brain
Sodium amytal temporarily disrupts function to the side 
injected
Patient is asked to count, name pictures, answer questions, etc.

Repeat procedure on other side

Brenda Milner (McGill University)
• 96% of 140 right-handed people: LEFT SIDE OF BRAIN IS  
DOMINANT FOR SPEECH AND LANGUAGEDOMINANT FOR SPEECH AND LANGUAGE

• 70% of 122 left-handed people: LEFT SIDE OF BRAIN IS 
DOMINANT FOR SPEECH AND LANGUAGE; 

• For nonspeech acoustic signals, the RIGHT SIDE OF BRAIN IS  
DOMINANT FOR MOST INDIVIDUALS
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DOMINANT FOR MOST INDIVIDUALS



M th d 2  F ti l I iMethod 2: Functional Imaging

Example: Positron Emission Tomography (PET)

Observe activity of brain with non-invasive 
t h itechniques

Three-dimensional images are generated 
that reveal metabolic activity throughoutthat reveal metabolic activity throughout 
the brain

Critical Assumption:  areas with high 
t b li ti it ti i ti imetabolic activity are participating in 

mental activity associated with task being 
performed
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M th d 3  Di h ti  li t i  t tMethod 3: Dichotic listening test

Dichotic Listening (Non-invasive, but does 
it reveal what is claimed?)

Present two messages to listener 
simultaneously, one to the LE and one to 
the RE -- listener attempts to report boththe RE -- listener attempts to report both 
messages

The commonly observed finding (for about 35 
years) -- most listeners obtain higher 
scores for the message presented to the 
RE
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RE



M th d 4  S lit b i  t d

Split-brain studies: The two cerebral hemispheres are

Method 4: Split-brain study

Split-brain studies:  The two cerebral hemispheres are 
separated surgically by sectioning of the corpus 
callosum to control severe epilepsy (Sperry and 
Gazzaniga 1967)Gazzaniga, 1967)

Under most circumstances, patient experiences no impairment
Must then perform certain tests to stimulate one hemisphere only
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S lit b i  hSplit brain research
LH RH

The score for 
messages 
presented to LE

AuditoryLinguistic //
OOPS!

presented to LE 
are near 0%

Why?

∧
WOW!

The score for 
messages 
presented to RE

Auditory

presented to RE 
are near 100%

Why?
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